NOTICE

ONLINE APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTARY EXAM, 2015 FOR B.LIS 1ST & 2ND SEM. M.LIS 1ST & 2ND SEM. M.LIS (DIGITAL) 3RD & 4TH SEM.

- ELIGIBILITY OF STUDENTS: ALL FINAL YEAR STUDENTS WHO HAVE APPEARED IN FINAL YR 1ST & 2ND SEM. WHO HAVE NO BACK PAPERS IN 1ST AND 2ND SEM. (ONLY M. LIS. DIGITAL).
- ONLINE APPLICATION IN JU WEBSITE; LINK EXAM-EXAMINATION FORM FILL UP (ODD & EVEN SEM SUPPLE)- FROM 28/09/2015 & 29/09/2015. TAKE PRINT OUT OF DEMAND SLIP.
- DEPOSIT REQUISITE FEES AS PER DEMAND SLIP AT CASH COUNTER FOR JU CAMPUS STUDENTS <FROM 05/10/2015 & 06/10/2015>
- TAKE PRINT OUT OF THE ONLINE ADMIT CARD (ONLY AVAILABLE AFTER DEPOSIT OF REQUISTE CASH BY STUDENTS)

VERY VERY IMPORTANT
1) Student concerned must select the subjects from online window which they have failed only. There will be examinations for those subjects only. Subjects once chosen cannot be changed.
2) The tentative dates of the First & Second Semester Supplementary examinations final Year, 2015 will be SECOND WEEK OF OCTOBER.’2015 onwards.

Controller of Examinations

Copy to: 1) DEAN, FACULTY OF ARTS
         2) HEAD, DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE,
         3) CASHER